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FICTION
Black Legend

Osvaldo Aguirre
Dámaso, Hugo and Duque operate on the fringes of the law.
Hideouts, brothels and prison constitute the route where they
act on the basis of a code of conducts and values which has
never been put down on paper but it has been written in stone
through a strict system of loyalties and confrontations. They are
criminals, specialized in bank robberies and truck hijacking, and
they have come together to plan the big hit.

Imprint: Tusquets
Published on February 2020
224 pages

This book explores the underworld from the inside, through
the voices of its main characters. A criminal, his lover, their
defense attorney and a journalist reconstruct the saga of a gang
that acquired mythical proportions and go deep into a brutal
story, in which the kinds of crimes that defy the boundaries
of what is considered normal entangle with institutionalized,
establishment-accepted police corruption.

Argentina

• Aguirre portrays
his villains as
antiheroes who
question society’s
hypocritical
premises and who
bet on adventure,
even when their
freedom and lives
are at risk.

Never in a Lifetime
Fernando Ampuero

This is an ironic, ambiguous, evocative book, in which the
characters’ paths bring about air that is light, yet laden with
meanings.

Imprint: Planeta AE&I
Published on June 2019
104 pages
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“The author writes with pleasure and bravery. There is no minor
topic to the happiness of his style, nor is there a major subject
that he would not face with courage. His is a contemporary
diction, situated in the vivacity of everyday life, in the shared
language. His prose flows forged and clear, with the lightness
that Calvino demanded, in his praise of levity, to the wisest
style, the one capable of alleviating us from the stupor of an
ever more stolid world, in the name of an ever more liberated
reader.” Julio Ortega

Peru

• Brief stories of
crucial experiences,
aimed at enquiring
into the mystery
of existence. The
book recreates in a
smooth and simple
prose the joys and
sorrows of the
dazzled amazement
of being alive.

FICTION
Unfortunate Night
Andrés Caicedo

From the first writings of Caicedo, there are themes and
nightmares that will be repeated even in the letters he wrote
shortly before his suicide. For him, living more than twenty-five
years was stupid and that is why he sat down to invent with a
frenzy in front of the typewriter, with a passion and vehemence
only comparable to the fatality of addicts.
This book was one of his most ambitious literary proposals. The
present edition includes the story entitled Antigone, written in
1970 and published by the magazine Eco in 1979. The so-called
“tropical gothic” has its origin in these horror stories that would
end up devouring their author.

Colombia

• The author
proposed that
his brief passage
through this world
should go hand in
hand with creative
adventures,
gathering narrative
and drama stories
through filmmaking.

Imprint: Seix Barral
Published on September 2019
222 pages

Limbo

John Better
Two Albino twins receive dead children without baptism and
grant them transcendence to get them out of limbo. Everything
changes when an unnamed baby arrives, a baby who is actually
alive. This little boy is intersexual and around him gravitate the
ghosts of the past of the Duplicated Sisters.
Halfway between reverie and delirium, its dislocated characters
build a new landscape of horror in the Caribbean, where, in
addition to cemeteries, secret rooms and bird men, the ideas of
justice and redemption take on a less strict sense.

Colombia

• The author
continues
his aesthetic
exploration around
identity, sex,
mystery and the
-fragile- margins
of contemporary
fiction.

Imprint: Seix Barral
Published on October 2019
144 pages
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FICTION
Disappointment Island
Paulina Flores

Rights sold to:
Italy: Marsilio Editore
UK: OneWorld
Published on October 2020
300 pages (estimated)

Strait of Magellan, Chilean Patagonia. Chinese and Korean shipsfactories pass by. Their crew members jump into the cold waters
of Punta Arenas. Then, a group of artisanal fishermen finds a
young Korean floating in the sea. Miguel, a fifty-year-old lonely
man, decides to help him and offer him refuge. The coexistence
of these two characters is interrupted by the unexpected visit of
Marcela, Miguel’s daughter, who feels unsuccessful in terms of
her artistic aspirations and has just had her heart broken.
The story follows the course of communication, coexistence
and escape of an isolated man, a sad millennial and an Asian
survivor. The novel seeks to reflect on a particular movement of
the contemporary individual: flight. But each one, in their own
way, also escapes a promise that they could not keep: to be who
they were sure they were.

Chile

• This book raises
the question of
whether it is possible
to escape from
life itself and leave
everything behind.
Can you start over,
clean, and with
serious intentions
of being happy?

Flores’ Humilliation
rights were sold in
eight languages

The Man Who Talked About the Sky
Irma del Águila

1615, Coast of Cañete. Esteban, a Peruvian Air Force pilot, was
taken prisoner by Dutch corsairs.
Relegated to the entrails of the Flemish ship, he is forced to
describe the path to enter Callao, to point in the direction of
shallow waters, to reveal the weak spots of the Peruvian fleet,
and he ignores whether his life will be spared or not.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on February 2020
196 pages
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It is a novel about Peru in the making. Irma del Águila brings
us a historical fresco that combines sea battles, stories of sailors
and corsairs and philosophical disquisitions about the Earth’s
place within the universe.

Peru

• A novel that
delves deep into
that critical point
where man finds
himself: when the
call of knowledge
and science propels
against darkness
and ignorance
in our search for
freedom.

FICTION
Three Nights in a Necktie
Fernando Iwasaki

Iwasaki surprised an eighties-like Lima with a bundle of stories
that seduced readers with their recognizable and well-loved
worlds. Both fantasy and horror resulted equally endearing, like
a father telling a horrific bedtime story to a child, wrapped in
cold sheets and in the sweet frisson of fear.

Imprint: Seix Barral
Published on January 2020
176 pages

The author’s sense of humor offers its best results when it
functions as the masking of a subject who acknowledges himself
as risible, and who knows how to laugh as well. Many of his
stories work as a sort of inverted catharsis: the subjects laughs
(loudly) of himself to forestall the possibility of others hurting
him, but, at the same time, he is silently opening himself up to
the chance of everybody else discovering his most risible side,
the one he tries to silence and forget, only to increase his own
pain as time goes by.

Peru

• The much
longed-for return of
Fernando Iwasaki’s
stories that we
celebrate today
with a new edition.
A display of his
caustic, yet elegant
humor, his acerbity,
his knowledge and
erudition, aspects
that constitute his
hallmark, his brand.

Run the Earth
Catalina Navas

On her twenty-first birthday, Paulina Uscátegui decides to
find her absent father. She is motivated by the discovery of a
disturbing triviality: his first name had also been the code used
by her parents to hide from others.

Colombia

• A writer who
doubts and who
seeks the answers to
questions we have all
asked ourselves.

Between the initiation of feminism, the truncated dialogues with
the paternal family, the presence of the mother and the backdrop
of a city in two time periods -the nineties and the present- the
narrator of this story shows freedom to travel alone and to find
their own identity. The vertiginous route that Navas starts with
this novel is one that many of us try to travel: the repair of the
damages caused by those who are in charge of taking care of us.
Imprint: Seix Barral
Published on January 2020
108 pages
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FICTION
Son of War

Ricardo Raphael
In the Chiconautla penitentiary, an inmate convicted of a
misdemeanor claims to be Zeta 9, one of the founders of the
bloodiest cartel in Mexico. Incredulous, but moved by curiosity,
a journalist comes to meet him, thus immersing himself in a
scenario where the boundaries between truth and deception are
blurred.
Determining the identity of this unreadable character, who is
involved in the most grotesque cynicism, becomes a challenge
that will face him with himself and with a crumbling society.

Imprint: Seix Barral
Published on October 2019
448 pages

This book reconstructs the great tragedy of a nation in which
uncertainty, drug trafficking and corruption were the perfect
breeding ground for elite military to become the largest criminal
group in a country that lives the highest levels of violence in
the world.

Mexico

• Ricardo Raphael
leads us through a
powerful story that
portrays the ruin
of a divided and
wounded society.
• The author has
performed the
autopsy of a country
in decomposition
and at the same
time a literary
piece of the best
psychological
intrigue.

Long Endless Letter
Lupe Rumazo

On November 19, 1974, Inés Cobo died in the city of Caracas.
A day later, her daughter, Lupe Remazol (Quito, 1933), began
writing a book that sought, as Dalí had already achieved, the
persistence of memory. It was eventually printed in Madrid, at
the beginning of October 1978. Why has Long Endless Letter
never been published in Ecuador?

Imprint: Seix Barral
Published on January 2020
242 pages
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The Guatemalan writer Leonardo Valencia replies: “I think
that with Lupe Rumazo there was a serious case of intellectual
marginalization. But that moment has passed. Rumazo is a lot
more intelligent, lucid and cultured than all of us. This book
makes her one of the greatest Ecuadorian writers, not just female
writers.” This is the dazzling and genuine literary recovery of an
author buried by machismo.

Ecuador

• One of the most
genuine, compact
and great nebulae
of the stellar night.

FICTION
Drawings from Hiroshima
Marcelo Simonetti

This is the story of Yasuhiro Nakata, a young man who has a
peaceful life in Valparaíso, until his grandfather, who emigrated
from Japan ten years before the atomic bomb of Hiroshima,
dies. His death triggers in the protagonist the desire to know
his family history, particularly after finding a letter in which he
discovers another facet of the old man and a secret to unveil.

Chile

• A novel about
family legacy and
the ghosts that
inhabit the other
side of the planet.

This book talks about a tragedy predicted by a group of children
who ten years earlier, at a school in Hiroshima , drew, without
knowing what it was, the atomic mushroom that would sweep
away everything. A touching story, written with precision.
Imprint: Emecé
Published on April 2020
200 pages

Incomplete Tales

Paco Ignacio Taibo II
From the theft of the Tláloc to the loves of El Ratón and Rayo
Láser; from Hammett chasing Pancho Villa’s head to the
Spider Mystery; from the narco tunnel that connects Juárez to
Disneyland to the wickedness of a dwarf supporting Salinas in
Spain; of a group of urban Apaches that organize strikes to the
adventures of Máscara Azteca, and Doña Eustolia armed with
an onion knife at the stinky hands of a judicial gunman, these 35
stories written over forty years and gathered for the first time in
this amazing volume are undoubtedly a party for readers.

Mexico

• 35 stories written
over forty years
and gathered for
the first time in this
amazing volume are
undoubtedly a party
for readers.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on February 2020
336 pages
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FICTION
Brief Story of an Endless Love
Miguel Torres

Two youngsters meet during a period of chaos in Bogotá,
towards the end of the 50s, in the 20th century. That was the
city of the cinemas, cafés, endless social gatherings and countercultural movements. Dina is a contemporary dancer whose
Jewish origins and the Nazi persecution landed her and her
family in Colombia. The narrator, a young actor who works in a
publishing house, falls head over heels in love with her when he
meets her in a Ballet academy. This is, without a doubt, the most
personal novel of this writer and dramatist.
Imprint: Tusquets
Published on January 2020
176 pages

Colombia

• A love that goes
on for fifty years
with an unceasing
question: What
would have
happened if…?

Who does not shiver at the recollection of their first love? Is
there a past? What do we make up when nobody can give us a
clue of what happened to us?

Eternal summer
Claudio Zeiger

In this story book, Zeiger interweaves stories that take place
during summer: the failed relationship between a writer
and a much younger man from a different social status;
the reconstruction of the story of the late son of a famous
psychoanalyst who never had the chance to meet him; the return
of an actor who had grown old and deteriorated, the former glory
of television; the unsolved crimes that occur simultaneously in
La Recoleta and in a remote trendy Uruguayan spa.

Imprint: Emecé
Published on February 2020
208 pages
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Argentina

• The stories,
each one of the
highest quality and
beautifully written,
are also entertaining
and light, available
to all audiences and
catchy.

YOUNG ADULTS
The Promise of the Seed
Juanita Balcázar

A condemned lineage tries to find its way between memory and
oblivion.

Colombia

• Planeta Novel
Prize

The intimate life of several generations of a family is rebuilt
from the presence of its protagonists.
Narrated with realism and poetic sensibility, The Promise of
the Seed discovers that the past is an implacable shadow that is
cast over the lineage. The sum of love, hate, triumphs, failures,
revenge, life and death of all the characters.
Imprint: Planeta
Published on November 2019
272 pages

Montevideo Stories for the Young
Néstor Ganduglia

Montevideo has legends and myths that challenge our rationality
and the image we have created of this city as a gray and
monotonous environment. Perhaps some of them resemble stories
you already know because they are authentic. They are miracles
and nightmares that happened in your sea. Very difficult things
to explain that happened in the places you frequent every day.
Apparitions that haunt your neighbor’s house. Spirits that come
back from the death to say what nobody wants to hear. They are
not inventions... they are part of all of us and they beat in every
corner of this city.
Imprint: Planeta
Published on November 2019
152 pages

Uruguay

• These stories did
not come from the
darkest corners of
my mind, nor from
the inspiration of
the masters of
terror. They come
from you, or from
your neighbor,
or from the
grandmothers or
the bowling boys.

This book does not sell fear. These stories tell what nobody says
about the paths that we travel daily. They are true, because people
kept them to share something important and urgent.
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YOUNG ADULTS
The Sun Prince
Claudia Ramírez

The nation of the sun and the kingdom of the moon have managed
to maintain peace for a millennium, but today everything seems
to be lost: Queen Virian has disappeared and the winds of war
threaten both territories.

Mexico

• A magical
adventure that
will force you to
be stronger and
braver!

Emil is the crown prince and, in the absence of his mother, he
must assume the throne despite his youth; otherwise his nation
will have to face a terrible era of darkness again.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on September 2018
344 pages

Elyon, Emil’s best friend, convinces him to undertake a risky
journey through Fenrai to find the whereabouts of the queen,
before rumors about the sinister plans of the kingdom of the
moon become true. But the journey becomes increasingly
dangerous and disconcerting when they discover the truth
behind some secrets that it was better not to reveal.

The Moon Thief
Claudia Ramírez

It has been a year since Emil was crowned king of the nation
of the sun. Although he has not managed to forget the terrible
events that occurred on the Island of Shadows, he has tried to be
the sovereign that Alariel needs in dark times.
Emil and the rest of the court are worried about the strange
behavior of the sun, which has not come out at the usual time.
It is very likely that the former grudges of the kingdom of the
moon have something to do with the bewilderment and fear that
have spread in Alariel.
Imprint: Planeta
Published on November 2019
344 pages
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The king will have to turn to his friends to find an answer that
will allow them to heal old wounds. However, there is something
that everyone is overlooking and maybe the answer that everyone
wants to find is there.

Mexico

YOUNG ADULTS
Pink Pegasus
Pamela Stupía

Argentina

Being called Heaven is one of the first things I hated. I like
the name and the way it sounds when somebody utters it, but I
have always found it hard to “fulfil”. “You have earned a place
in heaven”, people tend to say when someone does something
extremely good, or, “I feel I am in seventh heaven”, they state
when something great happens to them. Everything related to
heaven is good, and dealing with a name that promises perfection
where there is not any, is a big burden to cope with.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on November 2019
320 pages

Heaven, the well-loved character from the 14/7 Saga, is unhappy
with her personality and with her looks. Being unable to enjoy
what every child her age enjoys is frustrating to her, however, she
likes being different.
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POPULAR SCIENCE & PSYCHOLOGY
Your Mind Is Tricking You
Pamela Nuñez

Has it ever happened to you that in the days before an important
event you have difficulty falling asleep and you struggle with
your anxious mind? If so, you will feel fully identified with these
pages, and very relieved to understand the mechanisms by which
your head tricks you and learn how to neutralize them.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on January 2020
104 pages

While thinking is one of the tasks we spend the most time on,
it seems that it is one we are worst at. Today, our incredible
ability to reason, instead of protecting ourselves, is taking us to
the limit. We live inventing the most terrible scenarios, which
end up deteriorating our health. Not even a drug will achieve
its optimal effect if we do not learn to recognize and deal with
mental deception.

Chile

• This book shows
how the mind
can become a
master key to live
better and how to
recognize when it
is acting against
us and, instead of
being our ally, it has
become our worst
enemy.

The Price of Passion
Gabriel Rolón

A territory inhabited by gods and demons, by epic heroes who
have fought anthological battles, and by those other ordinary,
anonymous heroes who dice with death with the same passion,
with the same flare. Myths and stories: men and gods who walk
hand in hand through that edge in which reason stumbles and
loses its tools to explain the world.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on October 2019
352 pages
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Rolón draws on mythology, literature, music, the movies and, of
course, the therapist’s office to shed some light on the darkness
of the abyss that lures us in an irresistible way. Love, lack of
affection, loneliness, despair, desire, anguish, jealousy, grief,
success, failure and happiness come together in this “brief
nighttime essay” in which, the author finds, once again, that
precise and always accurate tone to tell us that heaven and hell
are very close, but between one and the other there is a whole
life to feel.

Argentina

• Rolon’s new book
drops anchor in that
primitive force that
takes us to a limit in
which the distance
between pleasure
and pain is but a
breath.

POPULAR SCIENCE & PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. Zagal’s Cabinet of Curiosities
Héctor Zagal and Pedro Alarcón

Who is the crush of the god Apollo? What were the trendy drinks
among 19th-century writers? Five tips to follow a vegetarian diet
in ancient Greece. Trending topics of Romanticism. Do you want
to meet #LordImperio? Where does the word “joto” come from?
What god invented the turbochela?
Like the cabinets of curiosities of the Renaissance and the
Baroque, where collectors treasured mammoth bones, mummified
crocodiles and unicorn horns, Héctor Zagal and Pablo Alarcón
gather anecdotes to satisfy any curiosity.
Imprint: Planeta
Published on September 2019
272 pages

Mexico

• The collection of
stories that meets
here is not a history
lesson, but a fun
(and a bit chaotic)
walk through
the labyrints
of mythology,
gastronomy,
literature and the
passage of time.

These pages parade divine characters like Tlaloc and Thor;
villains like Darth Vader and Blackbeard; philosophers like Plato,
and musicians like Mozart and Bob Marley; whose lives intersect
with the Smurfs, Sherlock Holmes and Wonder Woman.
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FEMENINE AFFAIRS
The Library of Feminism: Lives, Struggles
and Works since 1789 up to the Present Day
Florencia Abatte

The effervescence of feminism worldwide raises the urge to
historicize debates and to obtain the proper tools to think here
and now. This book displays the heroic fight of women trying
to reach their emancipation, their successes and setbacks, so
closely related to historic events and cultural transformations.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on February 2020
320 pages

The leading characters of these chapters mobilized liberating
actions, went down in history and offered vital examples, new
theories and concepts. But they did not appear out of thin air,
there was a context: processes are always collective and this
book lays it out clearly through the reconstruction of the time
periods and the events in which they were actively involved.

Argentina

• The author
reveals, through the
works and the lives
of these pioneers,
how it was and how
it still is the feminist
desire to change
the world.

Having Sex and Living without Guilt
María del Mar Ramón

This book is the testimony of a young woman who tells, many
times from anger, other times from pain and humor, how guilt
has shaped, censored and limited female desire and pleasure.
It narrates with honesty, free from prejudices, how women
are fighting individually and collectively to connect with
their pleasure, a right that is often violated. In doing so, they
turn that search into an exercise of liberation, resistance and
emancipation.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on August 2019
256 pages
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María del Mar speaks in this book about masturbation,
pornography, violence, eating disorders, sex, love and friendship.
She proclaims loudly that “women’s bodies must never be used
as a reason for shame or punishment or blackmail, but as a tool
of pleasure, fundamental right for our lives.”

Colombia

• “María del Mar
talks about porn
and makes porn
literature. She
counts pain until it
hurts, pleasure until
it burns, violence
until the fear
awakens, machismo
until the anger
rages, helplessness
until the sadness
embraces her.”
Luciana Peker, author
of The Daughters’
Revolution

FEMENINE AFFAIRS
Mother’s Milk
Violeta Vazquez

“No practitioner in the world knows what you and your
family need… That is why nothing that involves dedicating
yourself in body and soul can be done by just anybody, or in
the same way.”

Imprint: Planeta
Published on February 2020
352 pages

Vazquez brings together all the information she has gathered,
through her experience as a mother and as a woman, as a
practitioner, pediatrician and teacher at the school of pediatrics
she runs, on breastfeeding and the socio-cultural pressure
exercised on lactating women. She also goes over bonding,
maternal guilt, puerperium, preservation of milk supply,
inadequate suction, relactation, stress, immunity, biodecoding,
weaning and post puerperium, among many other topics, in a
pact of complete and utter honesty and free of taboos, so that
every woman can go through the path of breastfeeding freely.

Argentina

• A guide to
breastfeeding that
combines scientific
language and
subjectivity, with a
gender perspective,
and its main goal is
to provide up-todate information to
help us choose.
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CHRONICLES / ESSAY
Family Secrets
Joseluis Canales

Daniel was a well-known air pilot, who took care of his mother,
devoted to educating his children and happy with his wife; but
he had a secret: He used his trips to be part of a prostitution ring
of minors in Europe.
Eugenia and Mariano met each other, it was love at first sight,
so intense that pretty soon they decided to live together. During
the first visit to Eugenia’s house, her mother saw something in
the young men and asked him to leave without any explanation.
The next day, she confessed that he and her daughter were halfsiblings.
Imprint: Diana
Published on October 2019
346 pages

Mexico

• Deception,
repressed memories,
addictions, infidelities,
abuses, diseases. All
families hide stories
that may be better to
keep that way.

Who teaches us to lie? Why is it inevitable? What is the
difference between lies, secrecy and deception? In this essay,
Canales reveals why we all lie and why secrets will always be
necessary.

X: The Rebellious Sniper
José Fajardo

Fajardo arrived in Colombia towards the end of 2015. He had the
idea of researching and writing about an homonymous relative of
his who had been touring around Colombia decades before and
had died in a mysterious way. It was an excellent moment to be a
journalist at the hotspot of the news of the time: the peace process
between the Colombian government and the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC).

Imprint: Tusquets
Published on November 2019
176 pages
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In September 2016, the Tenth Guerrilla National Conference took
place at the Yarí Plainslands, where he met a fighter who defected
before the peace agreement was signed and, some time later, he
set out to find Fajardo, who took on the task of reconstructing the
story of this atypical rebel.

Colombia

• An X who had
everything taken
away from him:
family, girlfriend,
friends, past,
identity. Now he is
a ghost, a castaway
without a compass
in times of peace.

CHRONICLES / ESSAY
From the Jungle to Congress
Clara Rojas

Between 1970 and 2010, approximately 39,000 people were
kidnapped in Colombia, and one of them was the former
vice-presidential formula of Íngrid Betancourt and current
congresswoman Clara Rojas, held by FARC in 2002. While in
captivity, she became pregnant, and eight months after giving birth,
her son was taken away and handed over to another family.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on February 2020
232 pages

Since her release (and reunion with her son) in 2008, Rojas has
been dedicated to promoting initiatives that ensure the vindication
of women’s rights through an active participation in the new female
leadership, an effort that led her to be an intern of Vital Voices,
an organization dedicated to working for the economic well-being
and active political participation of women in the world. Now,
working from the Congress in Colombia, she is willing to continue
proposing strategies to promote and strengthen the role and rights
of women in all sectors.

Colombia

• A fresh look
on the State
that is the axis
of democracy,
analyzed by
an intelligent,
enlightened
citizen interested
in the public,
who has
witnessed both
the horrors of
the jungle to
the icy peaks of
power.

Fatal. A Trans Chronicle
Carolina Unrein

This is the testimony of a woman who describes simultaneously
her trouble life as a child and teenager and the period of
psychological and physical transtition before and after her
vaginoplasty. Besides, Unrein highlights the role of her parents,
her friends, her former boyfriends (sometimes, her abusers) and
doctors in the discovery and rebirth of a person whose identity
is finally clear and is happy about that.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on February 2020
160 pages

In words of Camila Sosa (Bad Women, 2019), “when you read
a diary, you also get to know the author’s life. In the case of
female writers, they bind their bodies to their books, so the
spectators develop such a deep connection, at the point they may
be identified with the anecdotes”.

Argentina

• “It is hard to be
born. Even, it is
harder to be reborn
after death. You
lived worse things
and became very
strong… Step by
step, become the
Caro you always
wanted to be”.
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CHRONICLES / ESSAY
An Optimistic Message for a World in Crisis
Juan Manuel Santos

Although the world seems like an increasingly hostile place, thinkers
like Steven Pinker argue that the theory by which we want to believe
that our life is worse than before is not true. The indicators presented
by the OECD two years ago show that our societies have remained
firm regarding progress.
After his bestseller, The Battle for Peace, that sold more than 50,000
copies in 2019 only in Colombia, the former president of Colombia
and Nobel Peace Prize 2016, wanted to put his country in perspective
to analyze what has been Colombia’s progress, a country where he
achieved peace with the FARC, the oldest guerrilla in the world.
Imprint: Planeta
Published on May 2020
240 pages

In addition, Santos invited six recognized experts with extensive
experience to discuss the most sensitive issues: Economics, Education,
Poverty, Environment, Health and Peace.

Colombia

• This essay
shows a
resilient society
and sends
a message
to the whole
world: even
recognizing the
difficulties, our
life can improve
every day, as it
has happened
in the history of
humanity.

Beyond Borders
Rudi Haymman

November 9, 1938: “The night of the broken glass”. This is how that
day went down in history, the day when the internal war of the Nazis
against the Jewish people in Germany was finally unleashed. The
persecution was systematic, and a young Rudi, barely seventeen
years old, was sent to one of the kibbutz in British Palestine, while
his father, mother and sister were looking for a way to get their own
visa to escape and emigrate to a safe place.

Imprint: Planeta
Published on January 2020
272 pages
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Today, Rudi Haymann is ninety-eight years old, and while holding
a cigarette between his lips, he remembers the past: his arrival
in the kibbutz, the rigor of learning socialist Zionism and the
preparation in the ranks of the Haganá, the Jewish defense brigade
that would later take arms and join the Allies to face the Nazis.
After that conflict, Haymann would become an agent of the British
intelligence service, with whom he would disembark in Italy to
liberate Rome, “the open city.”

Chile

• These are
the ten-year
memories of
Rudi Haymann,
who, as very
few, witnessed
and starred in
the beginning
and end of
World War II, the
Holocaust and
the diaspora that
forced millions
to migrate to
remote places
like Chile, where
he would find
his family after
a decade.

HISTORY
Everything You Need to Know about the Cold War
Telma Luzzani

Between 1945 and 1991, the world lived an unusual historical
period. The international scene was organized around the rivalry
of two ideologically opposing countries. During that period, and
faced with the possibility of falling victim to a nuclear attack,
humanity feared extinction more than once. The outcome of those
years was an unheard of postwar era: two countries competing for
global dominance and the rest of the world starting to perceive itself
according to a binary, mutually exclusive opposition: capitalism,
represented by the United States and socialism, by the Soviet Union.

Imprint: Paidós
Published on October 2019
192 pages

Argentina

• This
unabridged work
offers the tools
to distinguish
the imprecise
and changing
shapes of a new
international
order that it is
still unfolding.

Thirty years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, and far from being
water under the bridge, the global duel of the 20th century has
incorporated new players and has become infinitely more complex
and a lot more unstable in political, economic, cultural, scientific
and social terms, among others.

Putin’s Russians
Hilde Pomeraniec

After the collapse of the Soviet Union and the economic debacle
in the hands of Boris Yeltsin, Vladimir Putin cemented himself
as an indispensable political player in the Russian scene, willing
to perpetuate the economic openness policies that allowed the
enrichment of a corrupt business elite, so long as it did not interfere
with his stunning political ascent.

Imprint: Ariel
Published on December 2019
288 pages

Ever since Putin reached the highest position of his country’s
power structure, several tragedies placed Russia at the center of
the international political scene. Those were also the years of the
dissolution of the communist way of life, the stunning rise of a handful
of Russian oligarchs, the proliferation of crimes against anyone
willing to express dissenting ideas, and also the criminalization of
sexual diversity.

Argentina

• A trip to the
depths of a vast
and complex
country that,
with the help of
this charismatic
political figure,
recovered its
national pride.
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WELL-BEING
Until the Death of Love Do Them Part
Chamalú

Can love survive the social contract of conventional marriage?
From letters to the reader, Chamalú assembles and disassembles
the stereotypes that surround the ideal couple today. With
sharpness and sincerity, the concepts of falling in love, happiness,
fidelity and commitment are questioned, based on the premise
that each couple is free to set their own rules of the game and
create the particular bases to help nurture their relationship. A
necessary book for those who wonder if marriage should be a
sacrifice, if all human beings are destined to find a partner for
life and how to keep the flame of conjugal love alive.
Imprint: Diana
Published on February 2020
192 pages

Bolivia

• Are all human
beings destined to
find a partner for
life?

Chamalú (1959) is a Bolivian writer, lecturer, nature activist
shaman and spiritual leader who promotes the Iveshama
lifestyle, which looks for leaving better through the health and
happiness, cornerstones of his Incan ancestors.

The Great Scam of Happiness
Jorge Yamamoto

Studies have shown that having wealth as a purpose in life leads to an
emotional void. To fight such void, happiness comes into play as the
ultimate goal; however, that produces more unhappiness, paradoxically.
It so happens that happiness is not a goal, but an emotion that denotes
the development of a person; and unhappiness, its counterpart, alerts
against situations that might threaten happiness.
That is why having happiness as the ultimate goal is the great scam,
because it takes us to neglect what is essential and to look for positive
emotions that are ephemeral and only deepen our existential void.
Imprint: Paidós
Published on November 2019
292 pages
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The studies conducted by the author around the world show that
happiness is not found in the “happy face” society; happiness is
achieved by people in any social position, who pleasantly accept what
life had prepared for them, who adapt themselves to their contexts and
move forward.

Peru

• Is
happiness
the ultimate
goal of
people and
society?
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